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ACTION: C/W Hero
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RECEIVED OFFICER STAMP
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DIR CITE PARI 1845
REET GPFLOOR

REF: DIR 85133 *

1. UNSIERRA FOR 24 AND 25 NOV GIVES TARGET REACTION TO KENNEDY ASSASSINATION. UNSNIFU/12 AND UNSNIFU/16 APPEAR HAPPY ABOUT IT, AND SORRY FOR OSWALD. COMMENT THAT OSWALD IS "DEAD DUCK" SINCE TO BE JUDGED IN TEXAS. 25 NOV AFTER OSWALD SHOT, UNSNIFU/12 STATES OSWALD POOR BOY AND "HE HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH KENNEDY'S MURDER." TARGETS LAUGH WHEN HEARING OF CHINESE REACTION TO ASSASSINATION.

2. NO AVEX.

SECRET

C/S Comment: * Requested stations screen all audio tapes since 22 November 1963 for comments on assassination of President Kennedy.
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